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Victorian ICT for Women
network is an inclusive,
member-based
organisation that has
been supporting Victorian
women working within
the IT industry since 2005.
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Grad Girls
board
chairwoman
welcome

Today the catch cry from the IT sector means the same – we need
a more gender diverse workplace so that we have a balanced
perspective on the outcomes we deliver to our customers - products

at work for this/that organisation? You choose – don’t wait for

and/or services. In short, help us! We desperately need access

someone to choose you!

to more female candidates with IT/Digital skills keen to join and
together we can grow in our organisations.

For employers the program is dedicated to giving you access

Vic ICT for Women’s agenda is to facilitate the entry, retention and

ou will be one of a few who have direct interaction to these
• Yyoung
women.
will know your incoming talent pool, see them in action
• Yandou jointly
you and the participants identify your alignment

progression of women in the Digital/Tech world. Our Grad Girls
program is a critical component of this agenda. Firstly, it’s part of Vic
ICT for Women’s overall objective, it’s also the conduit for corporations
seeking a pathway to recover from their shortfall in gaining a balanced
Tech workforce. On the other hand, it’s just as critical that we work
together to open doors for young IT graduates looking for their ideal
role but with the organisation they choose – they don’t just want a job
– they want a career!

as highly innovative and even had the international market eager
to hear more about it. Be part of it.
women eagerly looking for their employer of choice. Employers -

• Your career choices and personal investment in themselves
will be rewarded and valued.

• You can and should research, investigate and hand pick their
future roles and employer.

Chair

It’s an unique award-winning program. It’s recognised by industry

Grads – be part of an unique pool of hungry educated young

to organisation success.

Deputy Chair &
Acting Secretary

to your future talent.

young participants.

• You are indeed highly sought-after and a critical component

Chris SkipperConway,

to new female graduates with a talent and an education in Tech.

The Grad Girls program creates self empowerment for the
t’s the environment where, as a young female graduate, you gain
• Iconfidence
and are empowered through understanding that:

Ayten Ozenc,

ou define your destiny; you experience first-hand the answers to;
• YWhere
would you like to work? What would I like to do? What’s it like

s a young women thinking of life after University, College or
• ATAFE
– this is the program that gives you back control and an

meet upcoming talent and showcase your offerings, your values.
In participating you jointly become role models for the industry,
yourselves and your organisation.
We are dedicated to making a difference, having you at the
forefront of industry and growing your personal success.

Chris Skipper-Conway
Chair

understanding of:

• What you need to do to amplify your entry into the market,
• What types of role suits you best?
• Which employers are looking for these skills, and even
more importantly,

• What would it be like working for them!
Grad Girls program 2021
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Grad Girls
director
welcome

Welcome to the Grad Girls 2021 Program! I am thrilled that you

Lastly, the more active you are in the program the more you will

have chosen to join the program and more importantly that

get out of it. We have some great prizes throughout the year and

you want to enter the tech industry.

some big prizes based on attendance up for grabs at our program

This program was built to help and support you in taking the first step

graduation event in October.

into the industry after finishing your current educational endeavor. It is

On behalf of myself and the Grad Girls team, we look forward

my goal and hope that throughout this year you get a chance to visit

to getting to know you this year and are excited to see what

as many companies you can, learn about what they do in the tech

you achieve in 2021 and beyond.

space and get a feel for what interests you and what isn’t a fit for you.
Learning about what your options are and how to approach making
those choices is something that is the cornerstone of this program.
Throughout your career your network will become a key part of your
success so please take the chance to start to create that network
during this program. The monthly sessions are a great opportunity
to meet and befriend like-minded and intelligent women and to make
some contacts at tech companies.

Sara
Grad Girls director
Vic ICT for Women board member

Grad Girls program 2021
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Why
Grad Girls

Grad Girls is a unique, first-of-its-kind, program focusing

One of the sessions is dedicated to personal branding, putting together

on bridging the gap in transitioning a student from an

your elevator pitch, how to create and/or clean up your online presence,

academic to a professional life in the tech industry.

how to create a CV and Linkedin profile, as well as appropriate

When creating the program, the intent was not only to bridge the gap

workplace behaviour.

between what is taught in an university degree and what is expected

Participants graduate from the program with information that guides

to be known when looking for work, but to also bring students across

them in making career decisions and the opportunity to understand

all universities together as a group to start building up a professional

what skills companies –research and academic institutes – are

network while being a student.

seeking. Girls also leave the program with new friends and connections

The program has been very deliberate in its approach and seeks to
collaborate in its approach and seeks to collaborate with companies
that share the same beliefs as the Grad Girls team, and Vic ICT for
Women organisation, and that are genuinely interesting in adopting and
fostering behavioural and organisational change not only within their

as a jumpstart to their professional network. All graduating participants
are invited to a private Grad Girls group on Linkedin so that they
can keep in touch.

Our events

company, but also in the technology industry as a whole.

Grad Girls runs on as academic year rather than on the financial year.

What is Grad Girls?

an end-of-program virtual graduation ceremony in November. Grad

Grad Girls is an award winning one-year program targeting female
university students undertaking a STEM related degree. The program
empowers its participants to discover the pathways available when

In 2020 Grad Girls hosted 16 events as part of the 2020 program with
Girls adapted to the challenges of COVID-19 by moving online, new
event formats were trialled, including virtual panels, widening the reach
of Grad Girls.

taking the first step in their career. Grad Girls is run through monthly
sessions hosted by Platinum Sponsors at their offices. Each session
includes an office tour, activities, talks showcasing local female talent,
and information about recruitment. This first-hand approach ensures
participants get a true representation of what the company’s
culture is like, while also learning about what the company does
in the tech industry.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Expectations

VIC ICT for Women is a not for profit organisation, and we operate as
such. This is not just another meetup group. We expect you to attend
our core sponsored events throughout the year. All other events we
provide are optional, but we encourage you to make the most of the
incredible line up of guest speakers and workshop facilitators we have
planned for you.
Here are the benefits of participating in a year long program, as
opposed to attending adhoc events:
uilding your network, you will be seeing the same peer group at all
• Bevents
and will have the chance to build life long friendships over
time

to build relationships with sponsors, yes that’s right, many of
• Aourbilitysponsors
will attend the entire program, so you will be able to
build relationships with sponsors during the year and not just at their
designated sponsor event.

The power of the follow up” is something we will cover, and is
• “essential
in building relationships in your career, and lucky for you
we have designed our Grad Girl program to make this as easy as
possible for you!

chance to practise the skills you learn at Grad Girls in a safe
• Aenvironmentwe are all on the same page here, so you will be in a
place with like minded people who can practise together and have an
understanding of our shared purpose

nsure you don’t miss out, some of our sponsors are exclusively
• Epartnering
with Grad Girls, so this is your one chance to check out
the inner workings of these businesses and have direct access to
Technology Hiring Managers only at their one sponsored event.
(Don’t worry, you’ll be able to access the Talent and Graduate
Managers throughout the whole program via Slack).

We will be encouraging you to get involved at our events, and
• Ptorizes!
help build your personal brand online. Hot Tip - our sponsors
often give away some lucrative participation prizes for the Grad Girls
who get involved at their events too!

Grad Girls program 2021
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Prizes

Prize

About the Prize

Who is eligible?

Door prize

Book (from our favourite selection of leadership &

Anyone who attends the event and fills in the

empowerment topics)

post event feedback survey

Myer Personal Shopping

$500 voucher to purchase your first interview

Awarded at Graduation, based on attendance

session

outfit and get work wear ready

MentorShe program access

A free registration to the 2022 VIC ICT for Women

Awarded at Graduation, based on attendance

Mentoring Program
1:1 coaching session with a

Coaching will commence 2022.

Will be chosen and awarded at Graduation

professional career coach

Includes a “spotlight on one of our Grad Girls”

Event from long form (blog post or article)

Importance Of Women Ticket

place in our social media calendar

on Linkedin about your experience during the

Free ticket to an Importance Of Women VIC ICT

Will be chosen from long form (blog post or

for Women breakfast event during 2021.

article) on Linkedin reflecting on what you learnt

Includes a re-share on the VIC ICT for Women

from a specific sponsor event.

Grad Girls Program

Linkedin account.
RasperryPi

Starter RaspberryPi kit

Chosen at random from a pool of Grad Girls
who have connected on Linkedin with all of the
sponsors. Awarded at Graduation.

1 hour session with an

A virtual or coffee catch up

executive woman leader

Submit a video testimonial about 1 thing you’ve
learned during the Grad Girls Program

Certified ScrumMaster®

Get trained by Scrum Alliance Certified Trainers

Course

(CSTs) through ScrumAlliance.

Microsoft Certification

Various Associate and Specialist level

Eligibility to be advised

Eligibility to be advised

certifications available to choose from

Grad Girls program 2021
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Social media

This year we have some great prizes for our social media
competition which include an hour-long session with a VIC ICT
Board Member and a 1:1 coaching session with a professional
career coach.
We are keen for you all to get involved and post on your socials
about the amazing Grad Girls events you attend this year. To help
you get rolling with the post, we have some pointers that you could
write about:

• Remember to tag us!
• Use the hashtags #gradgirls #gogradgirl
• Tag the sponsor companies you mention in your post.
your friends and connection who you feel might gain insight from
• Ttheagpost

• Your favourite event of the year and why?
has been your major takeaway from the program that you
• Wcanhatincorporate
into your career?

Our socials:

id the program help you in finding a community in tech you can
• Dcount
on and would you like to share about that experience?

We encourage you to help spread the word for VICICT4Women and

s there something new you learned about working in tech that
• Iyou
didn’t know about?

Grad Girls program 2021

Tips on the post:

• Twitter: @vict4w
@vict4w
• ILnstagram:
inkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vic-ict-for-women/
•
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/vicict4w
promote our Grad Girls program. Let’s make some noise!
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Meet us

Sara Director

Jess Acting Director

Kate Program Lead

Sara is an ex-neuroscience researcher

Jessica has been a board member

Kate has been working and

turned IT Project, Program and

for VIC ICT for Women for 6 years,

volunteering in the Australian Startup

Operations Manager at the University

and is passionate about how the

& IT ecosystem for 6 years. Through

of Melbourne. She transitioned into

programs can offer women working

her work as a Senior Recruitment

the tech industry after moving to

in tech. Jessica is an experienced

Consultant at Method (IT Boutique)

Australia with previous experience in

mentor, speaker and currently works

Kate has advised and consulted with

research, finance, law, and business

in technology consulting. Jessica

all types of companies and has a vast

improvement.

Program Director for VICT ICT for

understanding of market trends when

Women’s MentorShe program, and

it comes to hiring and entering the

acting director for Grad Girls.

workforce. So definitely ask for her top

Since joining the Research Computing
Services team at the University of
Melbourne, Sara worked on the team

tips!

that built the first cloud computing

Kate highly recommends attending

service for researchers in Australia.

meetups and hackathons - she runs

Sara helped build, manage, and operate

Startup Weekend and you’ll often find

the research data management service

her speaking at conferences and tech

for the University of Melbourne, and

groups. Come say Hi!

managed the team that built the first
multi-omics data management system
for life science researchers in Australia.
Sara has been on the board of Vic ICT
for Women since 2015. She was the
Communications lead for Go Girl, Go
for IT from 2014 – 2017 and the deputy
director for What’s Hot in IT in 2015.
In 2017, she became the Director of
Grad Girls and rebranded the program
to its current form.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Meet us

Margarita Event Manager

Nat Sponsorship Lead

Margarita is a software developer at Motorola Solutions where she

Natalie has a background in marketing and a passion for

helps build tools that enable collaboration and efficiency for public

building gadgets and systems. Combining the two, she works

safety agencies. She is passionate about helping females in STEM

at the intersection between business and technology.

reach their potential.

As a technical marketing specialist for a SaaS company, Natalie
gets to spend most days with APIs and integrations for developers.
Natalie can offer Grad Girls advice working for both global companies
or startups and her experience with non technical roles in
the tech industry.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Meet us

Jane Marketing and Communications Lead

Lauren Student Liasion Lead

Jane is a technology marketer serving markets locally at some

Lauren works within the People and Culture space, with 6 years

of the world’s most innovative technology organisations with a

experience working within ICT&S across start-up size to global

significant focus on the channel. Jane is passionate about supporting

organisations. Lauren has worked with many teams and individuals

females in IT and volunteers for FITT as their Networking Lead.

across the IT space, and loves to help build learning cultures and

Jane is excited with her new volunteer role to support girl graduates

engaging workplaces.

on their journey into tech.

Lauren can advise on team building, communication styles,
recruitment. Lauren has worked on numerous projects to help drive
diversity & inclusion within the organisations she has been a part of
and is passionate about getting more women into STEM careers.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Meet us

Greg Industry Grad Program Consultant

Michael Strategy Committee Member

Greg has worked in the graduate and early career space for

Michael has over 20 years leading and developing teams

10 years with the most recent focus in the tech field. Greg’s has

within the Telecommunication industry. With an engineering

supported Grad Girls since the program launched in 2018 and has

background, his career has progressed to Chief Operating Officer

joined the team to help the program continue to improve and grow.

with AA Radio Services and is currently working as the APAC

Greg’s a wannabe technology advocate who enjoys learning
how to make chatbots and various AR applications.
He’s friendly, approachable and always happy to help answer

Pre Sales Director for Motorola.
Michael has a vested interest in supporting diversity within the
workplace and volunteers to support the Grad Girls program.

any questions Grad Girls have about resumes, interviewing,
sustainable approach to learning, personal development
and interesting careers in tech.
If you’d like to reach out to Greg you can contact him on LinkedIn.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Volunteers

Grad Girls program 2021

Sara Ogston
Director

Jessica Maree
Acting Director

Kate Illsley
Program Lead

Michael Karpavicius
Strategy Committee
Member

Natalie Byriogis
Sponsorship Lead

Greg Thom
Industry Grad
Program Consultant

Lauren Jones
Student Liaison Lead

Jane Bilsborough
Marketing &
Communications Lead

Simran Dhonchik
External
Communications
Specialist

Tisa Majumder
Communications
Specialist

Margarita Mejia
Event Manager

Emma Arrigo
Data Scientist

Isurika Perera
Event Management

Marta James
Corporate Sponsorship

Milindi Kodikara
NFP Sponsorship
Coordinator

Sonia Ramza
Communications
Deputy

Prashasti Pradhan
Event Management
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About Motorola

What we do – our technology platforms

Motorola supports GradGirls because we recognise that

mobile radio
• LPand
ublic
safety LTE
• Command
centre software
• Video security
& analytics
•
M

anaged
&
support
services
•

women in Engineering and ICT result in better job opportunities

Graduate Program

Young women are either not aware of opportunities in
Engineering or ICT, or they believe these opportunities are
purely reserved for their male counterparts, or their impact in
those professions will be minimal.

for women which directly correlates to gender equality.
Additionally, this diversity of women in the Eng/ICT brings a
much-needed fresh perspective and will result in solutions to
problems that may never have been identified otherwise.
GradGirls is an important step in the right direction for

Graduates will have the opportunity to participate in and complete all
training and development components of the Graduate Program, which
will prepare them for future career opportunities. Further details will be
provided during the 2021 Grad Girl Program.

encourages young girls to understand, and take a keen interest

We help people be their best, in the moments
that matter

in Eng/ICT and have role models to reference.

Become a critical part of an organisation with a worldwide presence,

Motorola as well as the wider community, because it

saving lives, helping communities and building robust solutions to
some of the most challenging problems.
For more information visit:

motorolasolutions.com/en_xa
linkedin.com/company/motorolasolutions
youtube.com/user/MotorolaSolutions

Grad Girls program 2021
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About Leidos

Early career opportunities with Leidos

Pushing the boundaries of possible

Leidos runs a 12 month Graduate Program and does take

At Leidos, we make the world safer, healthier and more efficient through

on Interns on a needs basis.

information technology, engineering and science. It’s work that matters,
and a mission we are passionate about. As a large scale prime systems
integrator, we don’t sell products or have warehouses full of stock. We
turn complex data in to practical, usable solutions for our customers.
In practical terms, we are Australia’s largest commercial supplier of
Christine is the Chief Executive of Leidos

intelligence services to the Australian Intelligence Community. We also

Australia and is supported by an Executive

maintain legislative websites for governments, provide critical systems

team, made up of 40% females. She is

integration projects to the Department of Defence and support the IT

responsible for our 1,200 strong workforce

environment for the Australian Taxation Office.

and revenues over $400M. Christine leads
strategic growth in Australia and the Asia
Pacific region, delivering operational,
financial, and management improvements
to the organisation.

Our key asset is simply the quality of our people – 1,200 in Australia
from different backgrounds and with a wide range of skills and
experience, working together to deliver innovative answers for our
customers’ most complex challenges. No matter who they are or

Disciplines we’re interested in:

(Software, Mechatronics, Mechanical, Aerospace)
• Eandngineering
Proj Mgmt
Graduate Program (approx. 20 intake per year):

typically open late February and close in April,
• Aforpplications
a program start the following year.
A
mid-year
start is a possibility depending on teams.
•

Internships (approx. 5 per year):

typically open in June/July for a start
• Ainpplications
the following year.

where they work, we have made it one of our most important business

Your contact person:

A past finalist in the Telstra Business

goals to ensure everyone at Leidos feels welcome, valued, respected

Greg Thom

Women of the Year awards and a strong

and supported. For us, it’s more than words on a page. It’s about

advocate for workplace diversity, gender

understanding and recognising that each of us is unique and central to

parity and inspiring women to pursue

building a great place to work.

For more information visit:

www.leidos.com/company/global/australia/careers

opportunities in Defence, Security and
Intelligence, Christine is quietly disrupting
the status quo as a female CEO in one
of the top largest 20 Defence companies
in Australia. She is driven by a passion
for realising her customer’s mission, for
Australia’s Defence and security, and that
of Australia’s allies.

Grad Girls program 2021
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At REA Group, we are committed to gender equality in hiring.
Our Graduate and Springboard programs are a testament to
this, and we’re pretty proud of them!
This is why sponsoring Grad Girls is so important to us – it
gives us the opportunity to mentor and foster relationships
with women starting their career journeys in STEM.
This year, we’ll be hiring 10 Software Engineering grads
(equal gender split) to join our 2022 cohort, and we look
forward to giving you a glimpse into what life is like at REA.

Important graduate recruitment dates and process
Dates:

- applications open
• 14 March
close
• FebApril2022- applications
grads
start
at REA
•
Process:

• Initial application and a behavioural and cognitive assessment
• Video interviewing assessment
• Hybrid assessment day with both in-person and virtual aspects

Please let me know if you need anything else.
For more information visit:

rea-group.com/careers/graduate-programs

Grad Girls program 2021
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Aussie Broadband is a regionally-based internet provider is

For more information visit:

in business to change the game. We operate with a set of

https://www.aussiebroadband.com.au

values that we use every day to make decisions - including “no
bullsh*t”, “be good to people” and “have fun”.
We believe a diverse workforce brings unique experiences that
can only make our company stronger. We have a passion for
ensuring representation for women in IT, taking big steps in
the last few years to ensure we are an employer of choice for
women seeking careers and experience in the Telco industry
We are so excited to be a Platinum Sponsor of GradGirls for
2021 and look forward to playing some part in encouraging and
supporting the next generation of Women in IT.

Grad Girls program 2021
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MessageMedia is a mobile messaging solution that helps

For more information visit:

businesses of all sizes – from SMBs to enterprise level – better

https://messagemedia.com/au

connect with customers. With 90 percent of messages read
within 90 seconds and more than 65,000 customers worldwide,
MessageMedia drives business success by creating engaging
mobile experiences that customers love.
Messaging solutions such as alerts and notifications, billing
and payments, appointment reminders, marketing, and
staff scheduling are used by leading brands in healthcare,
education, retail, utilities, and other industries. With offices
across Australia, United States, United Kingdom, and New
Zealand, MessageMedia is your number one choice for easy and
engaging global business messaging.

Grad Girls program 2021
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We are a business empowerment company solving for the need

For more information visit:

for business to keep changing and adapting. We are inventors

https://cleardynamics.com.au

of adaptive software that frees businesses from the commercial
constraints of fixed systems (time, cost, adaptability).
We clear the roadblocks to efficient and effective change.
Our software uses metadata and intelligent automation to
constantly reinvent and customise itself, while leaving source
code untouched. We build in the capacity for dynamic change.
What we bring is the ability to cost effectively innovate, adapt,
customise and integrate, at speed, without system integrity risk.
We start much closer to the solution.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Whispir reimagines communications with automated

For more information visit:

workflows so that organizations can easily master connection

https://whispir.com.au

and engagement with people.
Packed with time-saving features and clever tools including a
powerful API to integrate your data, you’ll produce professional
finishes, engage your audience, build your brand and make
data-driven decisions with a click of a button.
Whispir is delighted to form this new partnership with Vic
ICT for Women. As a company, we’re committed to building
an inclusive work environment that drives opportunities for
women entering the technology space and helps reduce the
gender diversity gap. We’re big believers in the great work
Grad Girls does and are excited to be a part of it.

Grad Girls program 2021
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Raise
your brand
awareness

Vic ICT for Women is a not-for-profit organisation that operates

Vic ICT for Women won the 2019 Tech Diversity Champion award and

to increase the entry, retention and progress of women in IT

a merit award in the Business Category. Go Girl, Go for IT won a merit

related industries. We do this by running 6 programs that target

award and the overall award in the Media and Advertising category.

different stages of every women’s life.

Join us as we roll up our sleeves and get seriously dirty promoting

We were recognised as amplifying diversity awareness and creating

diversity in tech. We’ll highlight your brand at our events, on our website

a culture of inclusion through conversation, collaboration and action

and through our social media platforms with like-minded companies.

a the 2019 Tech Diversity awards.

ATTRACT

JOIN

RETAIL

What’s Hot in IT

Importance of Women

PROGRESS

LEAD

BIENNIAL PROGRAM

ANNUAL PROGRAM

3-4 EVENTS PER YEAR

10 EVENTS PER YEAR

ANNUAL PROGRAM

ANNUAL PROGRAM

Inform, educate and

Empower female tertiary

inspire female students

students to make

Showcase emerging

A variety of IT leaders

Our Mentoring program

Aimed at conference

technologies and

share their journey

is designed to assist the

breadth of careers and

oganisers, industry

informed decisions

industry trends in a

and learnings.

professional development

organisations, journalists

options available within

about the next step

friendly, interactive and

of women in IT.

and bloggers, the Click

the IT industry.

in their career.

informative atmosphere.

Secondary school girls

The program

and their teachers from

Go Girl, Go for IT

Grad Girls

Corporations are given

Mentor (SHE)

opportunities to profile

It provides an opportunity

Some of our recent

their leaders and

for professionals to be

introduces them to a

events have featured:

diversity leadership.

a mentor and contribute

both metropolitan and

range of companies

Move Fast and Break

regional schools in

who showcase their

Things, Cyber Security

Victoria are encouraged

workplace and what they

and Digital Health.

to attend the free,

do in the technology

hands-on event.

industry.

2168

37

registered

graduates attended

to the industry.

The Click List

List program highlights
the experience and
expertise of high-impact
women who are available
to speak at industry
events, conferences,
and comment on trade
media articles.

320

participants

675

attended

160

members participated

93

peakers registered

For more information on all of our programs, check out: www.vicictforwomen.com.au
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Thank you

Association for advancing women in digial + tech
For further information contact:
Victorian Women in ICT Network Inc.
G.P.O. Box 4572 Melbourne Vic 3001 Australia
m. 0407 457 249 e. enquiries@vicictforwomen.com.au

www.vicictforwomen.com.au
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